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ABSTRACT
Hurricane Florence (2018) was unique due to its slow storm motion during landfall, causing
convective rainbands to produce high amounts of precipitation along the coast of North Carolina.
This study focuses on the relationship between precipitation asymmetries and atmospheric
stability surrounding the tropical cyclone (TC) during the landfall period of a nearly-stationary
TC. Previous research with idealized hurricane simulations suggests that atmospheric stability
may vary surrounding a TC during landfall, with the atmosphere destabilizing offshore and
stabilizing onshore. However, this finding has not been studied using a realistic approach. Due to
Hurricane Florence’s slow motion, the storm was situated at the land-ocean boundary for
multiple days, providing an ideal opportunity to examine the role of atmospheric stability in
modifying hurricane precipitation during landfall. This study uses the Advanced Research
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) version 3.6.1 to produce high-resolution
simulations to examine the variations in precipitation and atmospheric stability surrounding
Hurricane Florence. Precipitation accumulation at different temporal scales was used to
determine that asymmetries existed during the landfall period. Observed and model-simulated
Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) were used to measure stability surrounding the
TC. Simulated CAPE indicates that there was a significant difference between stability right- and
left-of-track. In addition to a control simulation, two experimental simulations were conducted
by modifying the land surface to vary the heat and moisture exchange coefficient (HS) and hold
the surface roughness (Z0) constant. By isolating the HS to be more moist or dry, the altered lowlevel moisture was hypothesized to cause the precipitation and convection distributions to
become more symmetrical or asymmetrical, respectively. The results from the experimental
simulations showed that the altered land surface affects the relative humidity from the surface to
950 mb, which has an immediate impact on stability off-shore left-of-track. Overall, the
precipitation and stability asymmetries were not significantly impacted by the altered nearsurface moisture, indicating other physical factors contribute to the asymmetries. The results of
this study provide insight into the role of atmospheric instability in generating asymmetrical
precipitation distributions in landfalling TCs, which may be particularly important in slowmoving TCs like Hurricane Florence.
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GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT
Landfalling tropical weather systems such as hurricanes can significantly impact coastal
communities due to severe flooding and damaging winds. Hurricane Florence (2018) affected
coastal and inland communities in North Carolina and South Carolina when the storm produced a
significant amount of precipitation over the coastal region. During landfall, the center of
Hurricane Florence moved slowly parallel to the coastline, which creates a suitable time frame to
isolate and study the influence of landfall on precipitation asymmetries. Precipitation asymmetry
occurs when more rainfall falls on one side of the hurricane; for example, heavier precipitation
tends to occur on the right side of a hurricane during the landfall period. Hurricane rainbands that
are responsible for producing heavy precipitation form in areas where there is higher moisture
near the surface while lighter precipitation forms in areas where there is drier air near the
surface. This study focuses on the relationship between land surface moisture and spatial
variations of precipitation during the hurricane landfall period by studying observations and
model simulations of Hurricane Florence. The model simulation of Hurricane Florence found
that more precipitation fell on the right side of the storm, indicating that there was precipitation
asymmetry. In order to understand how the precipitation asymmetries form, the model simulation
of Hurricane Florence was modified to create two experiments. In the first experiment, the land
surface was altered to have a moister land surface, which should cause the hurricane
precipitation to be more symmetrical. In the second experiment, the land surface was altered to
have a drier land surface, which should cause stronger precipitation asymmetry. However, the
results did not match this expectation. Instead, both experiments simulated asymmetrical
precipitation with more precipitation falling on the right side of each storm during the landfall
period. These results suggest that the modified land surface moisture did not have a significant
impact on the formation of precipitation asymmetries. Other factors are therefore suggested to
have a more dominant influence on the development of precipitation. Overall, this work can
support future studies by ruling out the impact of land surface moisture on a hurricane’s
precipitation formation during the landfall period.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Communities located along the Atlantic coastline in the United States (U.S.) are in a
prime location to be impacted by tropical cyclones (TCs). TCs are a tropical-originating
meteorological phenomenon that produce damaging winds, extreme rainfall, and impactful storm
surge. While TCs form over open water, they can also move onto land, a process known as
landfall. Landfalling TCs can significantly impact coastal communities due to the production of
damaging winds and flooding. As the population increases along the U.S. Gulf and East Coasts,
vulnerability to economic loss and infrastructural damage increases dramatically (Klotzbach et
al., 2018). The focal point of this study is Hurricane Florence (2018), a TC that made landfall in
the southeastern United States in 2018 and produced extreme rainfall.
Hurricane Florence impacted much of the southeastern U.S., with the most notable
effects in North Carolina and South Carolina. Hurricane Florence was a unique storm due to
slower storm motion at the time of landfall. Due to the slow storm motion, the rainbands that
moved over land continuously tracked over the same area of North Carolina; this caused
approximately 762 mm (30 in) of rainfall to occur in that area (Stewart & Berg, 2019).
Widespread inland flooding, induced by the high amount of precipitation, was the cause of 11
direct deaths in North Carolina and four deaths in South Carolina (Stewart & Berg, 2019). The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Centers for Environmental
Information (NCEI) estimates that Hurricane Florence caused approximately $24 billion in wind
and water damage in the United States (Stewart & Berg, 2019). Many homeowners were
significantly impacted by flood damage and lack of flood insurance, which caused an increase in
the economic impact (Paul et al., 2019). Inland flooding in North Carolina caused severe
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environmental impacts due to the discharge of contaminants into waterways from several
livestock and coal plant locations (Paul et al., 2019).
The evolution of the rainbands during landfall is of primary interest in this study. Earlier
work on TC landfall used idealized models to investigate the influence of environmental
variables on the structure and spatial patterns of TC precipitation around and during landfall
(Johnny C.L. Chan & Liang, 2003). Another previous idealized study investigated the different
thermodynamic characteristics between the rainbands in the inner and outer cores (Li & Wang,
2012). Hurricane Florence was not the first TC to slow down during landfall and produce
extreme precipitation. For example, Hurricane Harvey (2017) stalled near landfall and produced
rainfall totals that were greater than 762 mm (30 in) in most of the greater Houston, Texas area,
with local amounts nearing 1524 mm (60 in) (Blake & Zelinsky, 2017). However, a thorough
literature review found no studies that simulate TCs to examine the influence of atmospheric
stability on the generation of convection in the distant rainbands during landfall. Distant
rainbands are often robust, convective features that form in the outer region of the TC, which
extends approximately 150-500 km radially away from the TC center (Weatherford & Gray,
1988b). A case study of Hurricane Florence will provide a realistic environment that is
appropriate for exploring how convective rainbands interact with the land and atmosphere during
landfall. Another objective of this study is to investigate changes in the precipitation distribution
of the training rainbands due to the TCs interaction with land and surrounding atmospheric
environment. The results of this study will help forecasters improve precipitation forecasting
techniques, especially for TCs that have a slower forward speed.
This study will simulate Hurricane Florence around the time of landfall to analyze the
effect of landfall on the convection and moisture in the distant rainbands. The influence of land2

ocean interactions on TC asymmetries can be examined during the period of time the TC
becomes stationary near the coastline. The impact of the low-level moisture on precipitation and
stability surrounding a TC is not well-known. Chan and Liang 2003 proposed that the horizontal
and vertical distributions of moist and dry air influence the spatial distribution of convection
surrounding a TC. The layering of a moist boundary layer and drier air aloft can occur when a
TC is situated on the land-ocean boundary, allowing the circulation to move stable air masses
over the ocean surface. As the air mass moves from left-of-track to right-of-track over the ocean
surface, the boundary layer may begin to moisten while dry air persists aloft. This can cause the
air mass to destabilize and produce convective precipitation that eventually moves on-shore
right-of-track. As the TC circulation continues to advect the air mass over the land surface from
right-of-track to left-of-track, the layering of the air mass may form a drier boundary layer with
moist air aloft. Drier air near the surface with moist air aloft can cause an air mass to stabilize
which favors lighter precipitation to form left-of-track. The TC circulation may continue to
transport the stable air mass off-shore left-of-track, allowing destabilization to continue to occur
over the ocean surface. Chan and Liang’s (2003) theorized stabilizing-destabilizing effect may
persist until the TC circulation moves farther inland at which point the asymmetries become
primarily caused by other influences, such as topography. An understanding of the convective
distribution of the distant rainbands, and how they interact with the surrounding atmosphere, will
provide insight into how the rainbands evolve during the landfall period of a slow-moving TC.
Hurricane Florence is an excellent case for observing Chan and Liang’s (2003) theory because
the storm stalled along the coastline around the time of landfall. The positioning of the TC along
the coast for an extended period is hypothesized to support asymmetries due to land-ocean
interaction and limit asymmetries from the common influences of landfall.
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This thesis investigates two main hypotheses. First, I hypothesize that an asymmetrical
precipitation distribution can be linked to differences in atmospheric stability surrounding the
storm. Next, I hypothesize that the landfalling TC will have a more defined asymmetrical
precipitation distribution when the land cover parameter is set to a drier land surface, such as
wooded tundra. This is because the moist, tropical air on the right of the TC track will stabilize
as it moves over the drier land surface which will cause convective cells to weaken as they move
inland. On the left side of the TC track, the air moving offshore will destabilize as it moves over
the moist ocean surface, which will lead to the production of convective rainbands that
continuously train inland on the right side of the TC track and then weaken. I also hypothesize
that when the land cover parameter is set to a moister land surface, the precipitation distribution
will be more symmetrical. Due to the increased source of moisture at the surface, the TC will be
more balanced, similar to a TC over open water. To address these hypotheses, I will answer the
following research questions:
1. How does atmospheric stability vary surrounding Hurricane Florence during
landfall, and how does that contribute to the asymmetrical precipitation
distribution?
2. How does land surface moisture affect the precipitation distribution of
Hurricane Florence during landfall?
These research questions aim to fill a void in the literature related to how certain environmental
factors, such as moisture, influence the precipitation distribution and intensity of the outer
rainbands in landfalling tropical cyclones. The results of this study will create a deeper
understanding of how distant rainbands interact with the land and the environment. In turn, this
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should help forecasters develop better forecasts for precipitation associated with the outer
rainbands of tropical cyclones.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Tropical Cyclone Climatology
Tropical meteorology is a sub-discipline of meteorology that involves the analysis of
atmospheric and weather phenomena that originate at lower latitudes. The discipline of
meteorology focuses on the physical processes associated with Earth’s atmosphere at numerous
spatial and temporal scales (Thomas, 2016). One specific example of a weather phenomenon that
occurs in tropical regions at the synoptic scale is a TC. A TC is a low pressure cyclone that forms
over a tropical body of water and has a closed circulation (Houze Jr., 2010). The study of TCs
often involves the analysis of spatiotemporal patterns associated with variables such as
atmospheric conditions, precipitation distribution, and orographic effects. This study will focus
on isolating the moisture variable associated with specific land cover types to investigate the
influence it has on the precipitation distribution and stability within the distant rainband region.
In the Atlantic Ocean basin, strong TCs are referred to as hurricanes, which have
sustained winds greater than 33 meters per second (Houze Jr., 2010). Since Hurricane Florence
formed in the North Atlantic Ocean, I will use the terms TC and hurricane interchangeably.
Regions of genesis are located over tropical oceans because they provide an abundance of energy
from latent heat release (Gray, 1968). In the Atlantic Ocean basin, TCs typically develop
between 5°N and 20°N (5°S and 20°S), and not farther equatorward due to the Coriolis force
being extremely weak closer to the equator (Houze Jr., 2010). Environmental factors that favor
tropical cyclogenesis include sea surface temperatures (SST) greater than 26.5°C, low-level
vorticity, and weak vertical shear of the horizontal wind field (Gray, 1968). These factors alone
will not generate or sustain the deep convection necessary for TC development. A synoptic-scale
forcing mechanism that produces and sustains organized deep convection is a necessary
6

component for tropical cyclogenesis (Bracken & Bosart, 2000). Bracken and Bosart (2000)
identified several synoptic-scale patterns that favor ascent and deep convection in the lower
latitudes of the Atlantic basin: African easterly waves, upper-level midlatitude troughs, and old
frontal boundaries. As a TC forms in the lower latitudes, it is common for the easterly winds to
advect the system westward until the westerlies and the flow of the subtropical high cause the
storm motion to shift north and/or eastward (Houze Jr., 2010).
2.2 Hurricane Structure
2.2.1 Circulations
In the most general sense, the structure of a TC is composed of the primary and
secondary circulations. The primary circulation is the broad cyclonic circulation of the wind field
(Willoughby, 1988). One of the many features that characterize TCs is the presence of a warm
core; this occurs when the temperature in the center of the vortex is significantly greater than the
surrounding environment (Halverson et al., 2006; Stern & Nolan, 2012). The warming in the
center is caused by latent heat release in the eyewall and subsidence in the eye of the TC
(Halverson et al., 2006). An idealized numerical study conducted by Stern and Nolan (2012)
concluded that the strongest maximum perturbation temperature is often located from 4 to 7 km
in height. The secondary circulation, the in-up-and-out movement of air, is the process that
transports energy through the TC and keeps the primary circulation in gradient-wind balance
(Willoughby, 1990; Bui et al., 2009).
2.2.2 Inner Core and Outer Core
To better understand its structure, a TC may be split into two regions: inner core and
outer core (Figure 2.1). The inner core extends from the inner-most region of the vortex to
7

approximately the point where the outer environment begins to interact more with the system
(Shea & Gray, 1973). As depicted in Figure 2.1, the inner core region is commonly characterized
by the eye, convective eyewall, principal rainband, and secondary rainband (Houze Jr., 2010).
The outer core region of a TC extends from the outer edge of the inner core to the periphery of
the vortex and contains the distant rainbands. Some studies using balance dynamics have found
that diabatic heating in the secondary circulation influences the spin-up and spatial extent of the
outer-core circulation (Bui et al., 2009; Fudeyasu & Wang, 2011). The strength of the outer core
is not dependent upon the intensity of the inner core. Rather, it is influenced by the location of
the diabatic heating process (Weatherford & Gray, 1988a; Fudeyasu & Wang, 2011).
2.2.3 Rainbands
Rainbands, which often spiral outward away from the center of the hurricane, are another
important attribute that defines the structure of a hurricane. The inner rainband region of the TC
is from the center of the vortex to approximately 150 km radially from the center and the outer
rainband region of the TC is from 150 km radially to the extent of the outer-most precipitation
(Figure 2.1) (Jiang et al., 2013). The eyewall is the circular band of intense convection that
surrounds the eye of the TC and is primarily created by the ascent associated with the secondary
circulation (Figure 2.1) (Houze Jr., 2010). Beyond the eyewall is the principal rainband, a band
of convection and stratiform rain that spirals inward towards the eyewall and extends to the outer
reaches of the inner core region (Figure 2.1) (Didlake & Houze, 2009; Houze Jr., 2010).
Formation of the principal rainband is often downshear or downshear left and co-located with
precipitation and wind maxima (Willoughby et al., 1984b). The secondary rainbands in the inner
core region are smaller, less organized bands of convection that spiral inward toward the eyewall
and often connect with either the eyewall or principal rainband (Figure 2.1) (Houze Jr., 2010).
8

Vortex Rossby waves are understood to be the mechanism that induces the formation of the
asymmetric secondary rainbands (Montgomery & Kallenbach, 1997). The vortex Rossby wave
theory is the best supported theory for explaining the formation of TC rainbands due to the
linkage between the waves and the initial vortex (Montgomery & Kallenbach, 1997).

Figure 2.1: The inner core, outer core, and precipitation band structure of a tropical cyclone,
adapted from Houze (2010). The bold circle distinguishes the inner core from the surrounding
environment.
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The outer core region of the TC is where the distant rainbands are located (Figure 2.1).
Distant rainbands are known to be structurally different than the rainbands in the inner region
because the outer region is influenced less by the dynamics of the inner core vortex (Houze Jr.,
2010). Convective available potential energy (CAPE) increases as distance from the center of the
vortex increases; convective cells in the distant rainbands often form in the areas of increased
CAPE values (Molinari et al., 2012). The mature convective cells in the distant rainbands
typically have well-pronounced updrafts and downdrafts, which are often much more robust than
the convection in the inner region (Houze Jr., 2010). Convective cells in the distant rainbands
often form squall lines as the cells mature (Figure 2.1) (Zipser, 1977; Powell, 1990). While the
convection in the outer bands of a mature cyclone is often more robust than in the inner region,
weaker TCs have been found to have stronger convection in the inner region in comparison with
the outer region (Jiang et al., 2013).
2.3 Hurricane Landfall
As a hurricane that is moving across the open water approaches land, different physical
processes begin to influence the structure and dynamics of the TC. When a TC moves into higher
latitudes, features such as midlatitude troughs modify the precipitation structure (Atallah et al.,
2007; C. Matyas, 2007), storm motion (Atallah et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2018), and introduce dry
air into the environment (Kimball, 2006). The surface of the land has a higher amount of friction
than the ocean’s surface, which can reduce the wind speeds of the TC and contribute to the
weakening of the storm (Powell, 1987). Surface friction will enhance surface convergence,
causing the precipitation to become more asymmetrical (Chan & Liang, 2003; Guo & Matyas,
2016). Moisture availability can lead to asymmetries in the precipitation and convective
distributions of a hurricane. Changes in surface roughness and decreased moisture flux
10

negatively influence the moisture available for the TC to sustain precipitation production (Chan
& Liang, 2003). Decreased availability of low-level moisture over the land surface can modify
the convective distribution downwind to become more asymmetrical (Chan & Liang, 2003). Dry
air intrusion is a process that can affect TC intensity at any point during the storm’s life cycle. A
modeling study conducted by Kimball (2006) found that dry air has the most influence on a TC
when the TC is within close proximity to land. The decreased surface fluxes over the land
weaken the strength of the core of the TC, which allows the dry air in the surrounding
environment to contribute further to the weakening of the storm and causes an asymmetrical
precipitation distribution (Kimball, 2006).
Topographic features are also known to influence the structure of a TC during landfall.
Air moving over mountains can influence the intensity and movement of a TC (Leroux et al.,
2018). Mountainous terrain influences the structure of a TC’s rain shield and convection (C.
Matyas, 2007; Villarini et al., 2011). In regions of elevated terrain, specifically the Appalachian
Mountains, a TC’s rain shield may become concentrated on the left side depending upon the
track of the storm with respect to the terrain (C. Matyas, 2007). Matyas (2007) found that the
precipitation distribution for TCs that tracked parallel to the Appalachian Mountains was
enhanced on the left side while storms that have a track perpendicular to the terrain were
enhanced on the right side.
It is important to have a global understanding of how TCs evolve during landfall for the
purpose of improving landfall forecasts. Similar to the North Atlantic Ocean basin, the northwest
Pacific Ocean basin also experiences TCs, which often make landfall along China’s coast. An
observational study that included two TCs with slow forward motion found that they had
convective distributions similar to that of TCs from the Atlantic basin (Johnny C. L. Chan et al.,
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2004). A numerical study found that the landfall direction influences the asymmetrical
precipitation distributions of landfalling TCs along the south China coast (Chan et al., 2019). The
magnitude of the vertical wind shear is understood to be the most influential factor of
asymmetrical precipitation distributions (Chan et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2014).
During landfall, higher precipitation totals are commonly found in the right and front
quadrant with respect to the TC center and direction of motion (Johnny C.L. Chan & Liang,
2003); this is characteristic of an asymmetrical precipitation distribution. The precipitation
distribution is often asymmetric (symmetric) when the primary circulation is weaker (stronger)
(Matyas, 2010). An important variable for predicting the expansiveness of a TCs precipitation
field is vertical wind shear (Matyas, 2010). Wind shear that acts against the storm motion causes
the TC to have a slower forward speed and higher rainfall rates on the right side of the storm,
which further enhances the asymmetrical rain features (Matyas & Cartaya, 2009). Upon landfall,
the precipitation shield is known to have a larger spatial extent if the center of the TC remains
within close proximity to the coastline (Zhou et al., 2018). TCs with left-side maximums in
precipitation are typically undergoing extratropical transition (ET), which occurs when a TC
interacts with a strong trough (Atallah et al., 2007). While researchers have considered many
factors that influence TC precipitation distributions, only idealized studies have considered the
role of atmospheric stability (Johnny C.L. Chan & Liang, 2003; Kimball, 2008).
2.4 Heavy Precipitation Factors
Studies in mesoscale meteorology on thunderstorms have previously identified important
factors associated with convection. Convection is known to occur in areas where the atmosphere
is unstable. Some common measurements for instability are CAPE, K-Index (KI), lifted index
(LI), and 700 mb temperatures. CAPE is a measurement of the amount of energy in the
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atmosphere that is available for convection to occur. CAPE values greater than 800 J/kg are
favorable for convection (Markowski & Richardson, 2010). The KI takes into account vertical
temperature lapse rates and the extent of moist air at lower levels of the atmosphere; KI values
greater than 35 indicate higher thunderstorm probability (Maddox et al., 1979). The LI is the
difference between the 500 mb environmental temperature and the temperature of an air parcel
lifted to 500 mb, which will indicate whether an air parcel is warmer or colder than the
surrounding atmosphere. LI values less than -4°C indicate that the air parcel is unstable
(Schnetzler, 2008). Large-scale convective rainfall events occur when the 700 mb temperatures
are less than 12°C, because 700 mb temperatures above 12°C are indicative of the presence of a
strong cap, which hinders convective potential of the atmosphere (Junker et al., 1999). Along
with instability, high values of precipitable water, approximately 41.66 mm (1.64 in), are
necessary for the convective cells to produce heavy precipitation (Junker et al., 1999; Schnetzler,
2008). While the previously stated values for instability and moisture are common measurements
for mesoscale convection, the same principals can be applied to the distant rainband region of a
TC. This is because the distant rainbands are influenced more by the environment surrounding
the TC, which causes the convection in distant bands to be structurally different than the
convection closer to the center of the vortex (Houze Jr., 2010).
Observational and modeling studies that have investigated TCs of a similar nature to
Hurricane Florence are important in contextualizing this research. In comparison to Hurricane
Florence, Hurricane Harvey (2017) was a TC that had very similar storm motion and
precipitation characteristics. Each of these TCs produced extreme amounts of precipitation that
caused flooding to coastal and inland communities. Both TCs had slow storm motions prior to,
during, and after landfall; this is a notable reason as to why the spiral rainbands trained over a
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small area for an extended period of time. Hurricane Beulah (1967) is another interesting storm
that made landfall in southern Texas. Upon landfall, the storm weakened and eventually stalled
over southern Texas, producing 254-508 mm (10-20 in) of rain across the region, local amounts
exceeded 762 mm (30 in) (Sugg & Pelissier, 1968). In 2003, Tropical Storm Allison moved
slowly across southeastern Texas, producing 254-508 mm (10-20 in) of precipitation from
southeastern Texas to southern Louisiana (Stewart, 2001). Hurricane Florence is one of many
recent TCs that has slowed down during landfall and produced significant precipitation.

Figure 2.2: Skew-T diagrams showing atmospheric profiles of air temperature, dew point
temperature, and air parcel temperature (red line) from the left side (A) and right side (B) of
Hurricane Florence’s storm track. Sourced from the University of Wyoming Weather Web.
(http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html)
The role of land surface conditions has been known to influence the intensity of
landfalling TCs. A previous study used high-resolution Advanced Research Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) simulations to determine that anomalously high soil moisture
contributed to the re-intensification of Tropical Storm Erin (2007) after landfall (Kellner et al.,
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2012). Land surface variables, such as soil moisture and surface roughness, are known to have
significant impacts on the intensity of TCs upon landfall (Kishtawal et al., 2012). Similar logic
can be applied to Hurricane Florence by considering how the moisture value within land cover
parameters influences the atmospheric stability during and after landfall. Based on observations
(Figure 2.2), on the left side of the TC track during landfall, there was a more stable, saturated air
mass (Figure 2.2A). The right side of the TC had a moist boundary layer and increased instability
during landfall (Figure 2.2B), which supported robust convection and heavy precipitation.
Hypothetically, a drier land surface should cause the air mass to have a drier vertical profile as it
circulates over land, and once the air mass moves back over the warm, moist ocean surface the
instability will increase, forming robust convection and strong asymmetry in precipitation. On
the other hand, a more moist land surface will cause the air mass to have a mostly saturated
vertical profile over land, and the introduction of moisture from the ocean surface will sustain a
moist adiabatic profile with little instability to fuel robust convection in the distant rainband
region.
A better understanding of hurricane formation, landfall, and heavy precipitation
formation leads to the present gap in the literature. Instability and heavy precipitation are wellknown topics in mesoscale meteorology and understood to occur in TC rainbands during
landfall. However, such convective features have yet to be appropriately documented for TCs
during landfall. This study will utilize numerical weather modeling to simulate Hurricane
Florence (2018) and investigate the convective distribution associated with the distant rainbands
during landfall.
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Chapter 3: Methods
3.1 WRF Model
Numerical weather modeling is a useful tool that allows researchers to simulate realistic
and idealized atmospheric conditions to better understand how TCs evolve under specific
conditions (e.g., Chan & Liang, 2003; Kimball, 2006; Yang et al., 2019). The numerical model
implemented for this study is the Advanced Research Weather Research and Forecasting (WRFARW) version 3.6.1 (Skamarock et al., 2008). The WRF-ARW offers an open-source platform
for community members to use, write, and improve the WRF code, which creates a collaborative
community that fosters unique, reproducible research studies. The WRF-ARW solver utilizes
non-hydrostatic Euler equations (Skamarock et al., 2008). Non-hydrostatic models are
specifically useful for forecasting vertical motion at a relatively small scale which will be
especially important for simulating the convective precipitation in the outer rainbands of
Hurricane Florence. The Advanced Hurricane WRF (HWRF) has exhibited the ability to model
wind and precipitation asymmetries in the 48-72 hour forecast range (Davis et al., 2008).
The Noah land surface model (LSM) is an integral component of WRF because it
includes the influence of surface layer schemes such as land cover, soil moisture, and snow cover
(Skamarock et al., 2008) and initializes the state of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) (F. Chen
& Dudhia, 2001). The Noah LSM itself may be used in numerous types of research. For
example, some researchers use the model to integrate coarse resolution soil data into studies to
improve hydrological models. Specifically, a study found the Noah LSM soil moisture parameter
to be effective for hydrological modeling at local scales (Srivastava et al., 2013). The LSM is
also applied to studies on climate change impacts. Vahmani and Hogue (2014) utilized the Noah
LSM-single layer urban canopy model (SLUCM) parameters to determine the effects of urban
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irrigation on local hydrological cycles. Simulations involving changes in soil and roughness
parameters have found that TC intensity is sensitive to changes in the PBL (Evans et al., 2011).
TC landfall forecasts have greatly improved as the research and forecasting communities
have learned more about how the TC’s track and precipitation are influenced by the terrain and
the surrounding environment (e.g., Xu et al., 2014; Leroux et al., 2018). Past numerical weather
modeling research identified convective asymmetries associated with TC landfall (Chan &
Liang, 2003). A recent study using the WRF-ARW found that the extreme rainfall produced
from Hurricane Harvey (2017) was a result of the convective distant rainbands that made landfall
(Yang et al., 2019). Advancements in NWP have improved the accuracy of 3-day intensity and
track forecasts, but beyond three days, intensity forecasts become less accurate due to limitations
with the model’s ability to forecast the track of the TC (Leroux et al., 2018). Altering LSM
parameters within the WRF-ARW can provide opportunities for modeling TC landfall. A study
that altered the LSM parameter for soil moisture found that anomalously wet soil can provide
enough moisture for a simulated TC to re-intensify upon landfall (Kellner et al., 2012).
Advancements in TC research and forecasting using the WRF-ARW make the model an ideal
tool for this study of Hurricane Florence.
3.2 Model Configuration
In this study, I first generate a control simulation (CTRL) of Hurricane Florence during
landfall on the coast of North Carolina, and then test my hypotheses further by conducting two
experimental simulations. All simulations will use a two-way interactive nested grid. In order to
simulate the large-scale features of the atmosphere, the outer domain has a resolution of 18 km
and encompasses the continental United States (CONUS) and North Atlantic Ocean (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Nested domain structure used for the CTRL and experimental simulations. The
largest domain has a resolution of 18 km, followed by 6 km and 2 km nests.
Finer resolution nests of 6 km and 2 km are fitted into the domain to focus on the East Coast and
North Carolina, respectively. The vertical resolution of the WRF-ARW has 40 vertical levels
from the surface to 5 mb. The initial conditions for the simulations are obtained from the final
analysis of the Global Forecast System (GFS). The GFS final analysis has a gridded spatial
resolution of 1.0° and a temporal resolution of 6 hours. Best track data for Hurricane Florence,
sourced from the Atlantic hurricane database (HURDAT2), will be compared with the results of
CTRL to ensure the simulation is an accurate representation of the observed hurricane track and
intensity. Hurricane Florence precipitation estimates are sourced from the Stage IV (ST4)
dataset, a composite of NOAA Next-Generation Radar (NEXRAD) estimates and rain gauge
data from the National Weather Service (NWS) River Forecast Centers (RFCs) and the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). Physical parameterizations that are commonly
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used to simulate real TCs are employed (Table 3.1) (Skamarock et al., 2008). The Noah LSM in
CTRL will utilize the land use categories defined by the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme (IGBP) and derived by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) satellite instrumentation.
Physical Parameterization
Cumulus

WRF-ARW v. 3.6.1 option
Kain-Fritsch (18-km domain only)

Microphysics

WRF single-moment 6-class (WSM6)

Longwave Radiation
Shortwave Radiation

Rapid Radiative Transfer Model
Rapid Radiative Transfer Model

Planetary Boundary Layer

Yonsei University

Surface Layer

Revised MM5 surface layer scheme

Land Surface

Noah Land Surface Model

Table 3.1 Physical Parameterizations
In order for CTRL to be viable, the simulated TC must possess features that are similar to
the actual hurricane. To establish this, I will visually compare the simulated TC track and
intensity with the best track data to ensure that the simulation is similar to the actual event. The
precipitation totals will be compared to ensure that the simulated TC produces similar rainfall
totals and rainfall patterns. Air parcel stability on each side of the TC track will be examined
using skew-T diagrams and CAPE calculations. CAPE will indicate air parcel buoyancy and,
therefore, indicate if and where enhanced instability is located surrounding the TC. These results
will be compared with the simulated precipitation totals to determine if there is a significant
relationship between the variables. This framework will address the influence of atmospheric
stability on the asymmetrical precipitation distribution.
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3.3 Noah Land Surface Model
The CTRL utilizes land-use categories sourced from the modified IGBP MODIS 20category land use dataset. The spatial distribution of the modified IGBP MODIS 20-category

Figure 3.2 (a) Modified IGBP MODIS 20-category land-use data for the CTRL, (b) LU11
(permanent wetland), and (c) LU18 (wooded tundra) 2-km horizontal resolution domains.
land use scheme for the 18 km domain is displayed in Figure 3.2. Table 3.2 summarizes the
modified IGBP MODIS land-use types and important variables for each land use type in the
WRF domain. Background roughness length (Z0) is a parameter that is utilized by the boundary
layer parameterization scheme to predict the horizontal mean wind speeds near the surface. In
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simple terms, the length represents a measure of the surface roughness (Stull, 2012). The
variable Z0,min in Table 3.2 defines the minimum background roughness length throughout the
year measured in meters, whereas the variable Z0,max indicates the maximum background

Table 3.2 Modified IGBP MODIS 20-category land-use data for the 18-km nested domain. The
count column indicates the total number of cells for each land-use index within the 18-km
domain, and the percentage column indicates the areal percentage of each land-use category
within the domain. The vegetation parameter columns for HS, Z 0,min , and Z0,max represent the
values associated with each land-use category, respectively.
roughness length throughout the year in meters. In Table 3.2, the variable HS is a parameter used
in the vapor pressure deficit function, and it represents the moisture associated with the
vegetation for a given land use type (Mitchell, 2005). Further information about other variables
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associated with the land-use types can be found on the National Center for Atmospheric
Research website (NCAR 2012) or in Mitchell (2005).
The CTRL values for Z0,min, Z0,max, and HS in Table 3.3 were determined by averaging
each vegetation parameter based on the land-use index counts from Table 3.2. The influence of
land-use category 17 (water bodies) is excluded from the variable averages for the CTRL in
Table 3.3 because the influence of the water bodies remains the same amongst all the
experiments. The mean Z0,min is 0.27 m and the mean Z0,max is 0.35 m for the CTRL (Table 3.3).
The mean HS for the CTRL is 46.44 (Table 3.3). The average for HS excludes land-use
categories 13, 15, and 16 due to each category having a HS value of 999.0, as well as the effect
of water bodies since the influence of water bodies remains the same in all experiments (Table
3.2). The vegetation parameter, HS, is isolated in the experimental simulations in order to
determine if any relationship exists between low-level moisture and the distributions of stability
and of precipitation around the simulated TCs.
Experiment

Z0,min (m)

Z0,max (m)

HS (Moisture)

Control (CTRL) average

0.27

0.35

46.44

Permanent Wetland (LU11)

0.30

0.30

55.97

Wooded Tundra (LU18)

0.30

0.30

42.00

Table 3.3 Land use parameters for CTRL, LU11, and LU18 experiments. For the CTRL
experiment, these values represent spatial averages based on the 2-km domain. For the LU11 and
LU18 experiments, these are IGBP MODIS land use parameter values for permanent wetland
and wooded tundra land use categories, respectively.
3.4 Experimental Design
In addition to the CTRL, two experimental simulations will be examined to determine
how the surface moisture availability influences the asymmetrical precipitation distribution
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during landfall. The experimental simulations will be performed by altering the land surface
cover to be moister or drier. The land surfaces selected for the experimental simulations are
herbaceous wetland and wooded tundra because these land cover classes have the same Z 0,min
and Z0,max (0.3 m) and different low-level moisture availability (HS) (Table 3.3). The constant Z 0
values will limit changes to the wind fields, thus isolating the impact of HS on the experimental
TCs. The first experimental simulation will change the land surface cover to herbaceous wetland
(LU11), which is hypothesized to create a moister land surface and result in a symmetrical
precipitation distribution. indicating increased moisture may sustain the convective structure of
the TC during the landfall period. The second experimental simulation will alter the land surface
cover to wooded tundra (LU18), which is hypothesized to decrease the low-level moisture
availability and cause an asymmetrical precipitation distribution. The results of the experimental
simulations will be compared to CTRL to determine if significant differences exist. TC tracks
and intensities will be examined to determine if the strength of the inner core is impacted by the
altered land surfaces. Symmetry of the precipitation distributions will be analyzed using stormtotal and daily accumulation to further explore the effects of low-level moisture availability.
Simulated CAPE will be used to compare stability for static locations right- and left-of-track;
these results will determine how stability varies with respect to the TC track. The impact of the
altered land surfaces on spatial variations in low-level relative humidity and CAPE will also be
examined to further understand how the experiments impact moisture and stability. The results
from the experimental simulations will address the second research objective by investigating the
influence of altered land cover on atmospheric stability and the resulting precipitation
distribution.
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Chapter 4: Control Simulation Results
This chapter compares the observations from Hurricane Florence to the CTRL. The goal
of this chapter is to highlight Hurricane Florence’s precipitation asymmetries and address the
spatial variability of stability surrounding the TC during the landfall period. Track and intensity
comparisons with observations will be used to illustrate the viability of CTRL. Precipitation
accumulation is examined for asymmetries and used as further justification of the importance of
the period of slow storm motion during landfall. Atmospheric stability is explored spatially to
provide an understanding of how stability varies surrounding the TCs. The results of this chapter
will introduce further questions on how precipitation asymmetries are influenced by the TCs
surrounding environment.
4.1 Track and Intensity Verification
Before addressing the research questions, it is important to compare the CTRL with
observations to verify that the simulated TC track, intensity, and structure are consistent with
observations. The track is determined by the location of the minimum mean sea level pressure
(MSLPmin) during each 1-hour time-step. Figure 4.1a displays the observed track for Hurricane
Florence compared to the track in CTRL. Both tracks are well aligned until landfall, when the
CTRL TC begins to move slightly north compared with the best track. The intensity of the
simulated TC is measured by the MSLP min (hPa) and maximum sustained 10-m wind speeds
(knots). In the CTRL, the TC is initialized with a higher MSLP min and weaker sustained 10-m
wind speeds than the best track due to the lower resolution GFS analyses that were used for
initial conditions. After initialization, CTRL TC is a Category 2 hurricane (based on the SaffirSimpson Hurricane Wind Scale) with sustained 10-m wind speeds between 83 and 90 knots from
09 UTC 13 September to 06 UTC 14 September. The CTRL TC sustained 10-m
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Figure 4.1 Best track position and intensity data compared to the CTRL for (a) storm track, (b)
MSLPmin (mb), and (c) maximum sustained 10-m wind (knots). All plots correspond to data
beginning 00 UTC September 13 and ending 09 UTC September 17. Track (a) includes X
markers every 24 hours at 00 UTC.
winds quickly weaken to Category 1 strength after 06 UTC 14 September and maintains that
intensity through 18 UTC 14 September. During the same period the tracks are nearly identical
(Figure 4.1a), showing the CTRL simulates a similar period of slow storm motion parallel to the
coast during the landfall period. From 03 UTC 15 September through the end of the simulation at
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09 UTC 17 September, the CTRL TC’s wind speeds were greater than best track, indicating a
slightly stronger TC than the actual storm. During the same period, the CTRL track diverges
slightly from the best track (Figure 4.1a). The MSLP min for the CTRL reaches its lowest value of
965 mb at 00 UTC 14 September, indicating the presence of a strong low-pressure system. After
00 UTC 14 September, the MSLPmin for the CTRL slowly increases for the remainder of the
simulation. At 00 UTC 15 September, the MSLP min for the CTRL and best track meet at about
980 mb. Overall, the CTRL TC intensity and track match well with observations, which is
expected since the model initial and boundary conditions are provided by an analysis rather than
a forecast.
4.2 Precipitation Comparisons
A prominent feature of Hurricane Florence was the asymmetrical distribution of
precipitation. This asymmetry is first examined using the accumulated precipitation from 00
UTC 13 September through 09 UTC 17 September for the 4 km resolution ST4 data and 2 km
resolution CTRL output (Figure 4.2). Figure 4.2 also shows the location of landfall, denoted by
the “X”, and the locations for two NWS upper air observation sites, which will be discussed
further in the Atmospheric Stability section later in the chapter. According to ST4 data,
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Figure 4.2 Accumulated precipitation starting at 00 UTC 13 September 2018 and ending at 09
UTC 17 September 2018 for (a) ST4 and (b) CTRL. CHS and MHX stations are overlaid.
Hurricane Florence produced an estimated storm-total rainfall maximum of approximately 1465
mm over the ocean and approximately 1100 mm over land (Figure 4.2a). The ST4 estimates have
a sharp cut-off over the ocean, which illustrates the spatial extent of the NEXRAD network. It is
important to note that the accuracy of the NEXRAD reflectivity algorithms decrease farther
away from the radar location (Ryzhkov & Zrnic, 1995). The CTRL simulated a storm-total
maximum accumulation of 1466 mm over ocean and approximately 1400 mm over land (Figure
4.2b). Compared with ST4, the CTRL produced a longer swath of higher precipitation totals,
typical of training rainbands (Figure 4.2b). Overall, both the estimates from ST4 and CTRL
display asymmetries in the storm total accumulations.
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Figure 4.3 Storm-total rainfall differences between CTRL and ST4 in mm. Positive (negative)
values indicate the CTRL simulated more (less) rainfall than ST4.
In order to compare differences in total precipitation between CTRL and ST4, the CTRL
accumulation was re-gridded to 4 km resolution to match the spatial resolution of ST4. Total
rainfall differences were then calculated as shown in Figure 4.3, where positive (negative) values
signify CTRL simulated more (less) rainfall than ST4. Differences show that CTRL
overestimates a long band of higher totals right-of-track, with a maximum difference of 1022
mm occurring over ocean (Figure 4.3). The minimum precipitation difference (-802 mm) (Figure
4.3) shows the CTRL under simulates the magnitude of precipitation that occurs closer to the TC
center near the NC-SC border (see track in Figure 4.1a). Although there are differences in
representation of the intensity of the banded feature, the rainfall pattern for CTRL is comparable
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to ST4 in terms of spatial coverage. Investigation of the relationship between rainband intensity
and atmospheric stability will be discussed in detail later in this chapter.
Daily precipitation accumulation for 14 September through 16 September for the ST4 and
CTRL are used to determine which days have the strongest asymmetry in precipitation (Figure
4.4). Both the real and simulated TCs begin to interact with land around 11 UTC on 14
September, leading the precipitation to have a similar spatial extent and an asymmetrical
distribution of daily rainfall on 14 September (Figure 4.4a-b). The maximum rainfall
accumulation on 14 September is 482 mm for CTRL and 601 mm for ST4 (Figure 4.4a). The
ST4 estimates of daily accumulation on 14 September (Figure 4.4a) indicate that a considerable
amount of precipitation fell within the inner core region of the TC. Precipitation asymmetries
often form downshear and downshear left during landfall where vertical wind shear exists (Chan
et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2014). According to data from the Statistical Hurricane Intensity
Prediction Scheme (SHIPS; Demaria & Kaplan, 1994, 1999), the mid-level (850-500 mb)
vertical wind shear is weak (6.6 knots) out of the northwest (Figure 4.4a). The CTRL simulated
higher totals farther away from the TC track on 14 September and under-simulated the intense
precipitation within the inner core during this time period (Figure
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Figure 4.4 Daily accumulated precipitation (mm) for ST4 (left) and CTRL (right) for (a-b) 14
September (c-d) 15 September, and (e-f) 16 September. TC tracks and center positions are
overlaid with a plus sign (+) for 00 UTC and 12 UTC positions. SHIPS daily average mid-level
(850-500 hPa) vertical wind shear direction (arrow) and magnitude are indicated in the ST4 (left)
plots.
4.4b). Daily accumulation for 14 September is asymmetrical for both TCs, yet it is important to
look at how the asymmetry evolves as the TC positions allow for land-ocean interaction on 15
September.
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During the 15 September accumulation period, the TCs continued a prolonged period of
slow storm motion parallel to the coastline (Figure 4.1a), and asymmetries became more
pronounced for both ST4 (Figure 4.4c) and CTRL (Figure 4.4d). The ST4 daily accumulation
shows three distinct bands of higher precipitation totals occurring right-of-track with the
maximum (996 mm) occurring off-shore (Figure 4.4c). On this day, the average mid-level
vertical wind shear was weak (7.7 knots) out of the northwest (Figure 4.4c), possibly
contributing to the formation of asymmetries. The CTRL simulated two distinct bands of higher
precipitation totals right-of-track with the maximum (747 mm) occurring over land and beyond
the influence of the inner core (Figure 4.4d). Lower precipitation totals occur farther inland and
left-of-track for both ST4 (Figure 4.4c) and CTRL (4.4d). The accumulation has well defined
asymmetry while the TCs are stationary near the coast, but the next 24-hour period should be
examined to determine how the asymmetry evolves after this period of slow motion.
As the TCs begin to move farther inland, the asymmetry continues to be observable and
accumulation becomes more widespread across most of the domain. On 16 September, the
precipitation accumulation for both TCs occurs predominantly right-of-track (Figure 4.4e-f),
leading to apparent asymmetry in the precipitation distribution. Mid-level vertical wind shear on
16 September is weak (7.4 knots) and out of the northwest (Figure 4.4e), which likely contributes
to the asymmetry. The widespread spatial distribution of the rainfall accumulation on 16
September is due to the influence of the land surface as the TCs moved further inland and
increased speed, as denoted by the larger separation between the 12 UTC 16 September and 00
UTC 17 September center locations in Figure 4.4e-f. The accumulation and track for 16
September show that the 24-hour period is past the period of slow storm motion, indicating
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asymmetries could primarily be attributed to influences of storm motion, vertical wind shear,
land surface, topography, or other physical factors.
The daily accumulation shows that similar accumulation asymmetries occur in both the
ST4 and CTRL between 14 September and 16 September, a time period in which both TCs move
very slowly along the coast (Figure 4.1). In order to address my first research question, I will
limit the temporal scale to 00 UTC 14 September through 12 UTC 16 September when the TC is
nearly stationary around the time of landfall. Doing so should limit asymmetries that develop due
to TC motion and shear, and focus on those that form due to land-ocean forcing mechanisms.
4.3 Atmospheric Stability
The atmospheric stability for the CTRL is verified by comparing NWS upper air
sounding observations with model-derived soundings from the CTRL. The NWS locations are
chosen based on their proximity to the location where Hurricane Florence made landfall at 1115
UTC 14 September 2018. Charleston, South Carolina (CHS) (32.9°N, -80.03°W) is located leftof-track while Newport/Morehead City, North Carolina (MHX) (34.78°N, -76.88°W) is located
right-of-track. CHS is located within the outer rainband region of the TC at approximately 250
km from the location of landfall, a prime spot to verify the stability of air masses moving offshore. MHX is located approximately 106 km from the location of landfall (Figure 4.2), which is
on the fringe of the 100 km average extent of the inner rainband region of the TC (Jiang,
Ramirez, and Cecil 2013). The location of MHX provides an ideal position to better understand
the stability right-of-track. Observations and simulated 12-hourly CAPE (Table 4.1) and
convective inhibition (CIN) (Table 4.2) are examined to evaluate atmospheric stability. Higher
CAPE indicates an air parcel will rise while higher CIN prevents an air parcel from rising.
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The skew-T diagrams in Figure 4.5 compare the vertical atmospheric profiles from CHS
and MHX with the CTRL simulation at 12 UTC 14 September 2018, the closest observation to

Figure 4.5 Sounding profiles at 12 UTC 14 September 2018 for the observed (left) and CTRL
(right) at the (a-b) CHS location (32.9°N, -80.03°W) and (c-d) the MHX location (34.78°N, 76.88°W). CAPE (J kg-1) is shaded in red where it exists.
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the time of landfall. The CHS sounding (Figure 4.5a) shows a dry, stable atmosphere; at this
time, the CAPE is 6.82 J kg-1 (Table 4.1) and CIN is -217.82 J kg-1 (Table 4.2). The vertical wind
profile from 950 hPa to 550 hPa at CHS (Figure 4.5a) shows nearly unidirectional flow from the
northwest around 40 knots at the surface with a gradual shift to northerly flow above 550 hPa.
Similar to the CHS observation (Figure 4.5a), the CTRL sounding (Figure 4.5b) shows a dry,
stable sounding profile. The vertical wind profile from 950 hPa to 400 hPa for the CTRL (Figure
4.5b) shows northwest flow between 20 knots and 25 knots near the surface veering to northerly
flow above 400 hPa. CAPE for CTRL at the CHS location was 0.0 J kg -1 (Table 4.1) and CIN
was 0.0 J kg-1 (Table 4.2), which verifies that the CTRL left-of-track stability is comparable to
the observations.
The MHX sounding (Figure 4.5c) shows a moist, unstable atmosphere right-of-track as
the air mass moved on-shore. The CAPE observed at MHX was 226.42 J kg -1 (Table 4.1), and
CIN was -2.06 J kg-1 (Table 4.2). These observations are consistent with a tropical oceanic air
mass, which tends to be moist adiabatic with minimal CIN (Dunion, 2011). Additionally, CAPE
within 400 km of a TC tends to be higher in downshear quadrants (Molinari et al., 2012). At this
time, mid-level (850-500 mb) vertical wind shear is weak and northwesterly (Table 4.3). Note
that shear must be calculated with the TC removed, so the vertical wind profiles at CHS and
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Table 4.1 CAPE values (J kg-1) based on the observed and CTRL at 12-hourly intervals for
Charleston, SC (left-of-track) and Newport, NC (right-of-track).

Table 4.2 CIN values (J kg-1) based on the observed and CTRL at 12-hourly intervals for
Charleston, SC (left-of-track) and Newport, NC (right-of-track).
MHX do not provide much insight into the background vertical wind shear. The vertical wind
profile from the MHX observation (Figure 4.5c) from 950 hPa to 300 hPa gradually veers with
height from the southeast to the east from 50 knots to 80 knots. Similar to the MHX observation,
the CTRL (Figure 4.5d) shows a saturated, unstable atmosphere with veering winds from 950
hPa to 250 hPa and speeds between 10 knots and 40 knots. CAPE calculation for CTRL at the
MHX location was 416.57 J kg-1 (Table 4.1) and CIN was -2.06 J kg-1 (Table 4.2). For both
locations, the winds in the CTRL are weaker than observations, which indicates a weaker
circulation and is consistent with the weaker central pressures. This finding is somewhat
surprising given the CTRL’s stronger intensity after 00 UTC 15 September (Figure 4.1c). It
appears that the winds are stronger within the inner core of the simulated TC (Figure 4.1c) and
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much weaker within the outer region of the TC post-landfall, shown at both sounding locations
in Figure 4.5.
In order to determine if the stability left- and right-of-track is significantly different,
CAPE is calculated at 12-hourly increments following the NWS observation times for CHS and
MHX (Table 4.1). CAPE is then averaged for left- and right-of-track during the study period
(Table 4.1). Averages for CHS (162.44 J kg-1) and CTRL (46.47 J kg-1) indicate that the
atmosphere left-of-track is generally stable during the study period (Table 4.1). In comparison,
right-of-track averages for MHX (473.24 J kg-1) and CTRL (855.04 J kg-1) indicate that the
atmosphere is generally more unstable than left-of-track during the study period (Table 4.1). To
test for statistical significance between the CAPE values for left- and right-of-track, a
nonparametric Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test was performed. The Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test
was selected as a viable statistical testing option since the CAPE data do not meet the normality
assumption required for a Student’s t-test. The Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test is used to test
matched pairs of independent data for a common median value. The null hypothesis (H 0) tests
whether the medians for left- and right-of-track CAPE are equal, while the alternative hypothesis
(Ha) indicates the median CAPE for left- and right-of-track are different. Results with p-values of
less than 0.05 indicate significance at a 95% confidence level. CAPE from observations at CHS
and MHX (Table 4.1) generated a p-value of 0.062, indicating the medians for left- and right-oftrack CAPE observations are not significantly different. The insignificant results for the
observations could be attributed to the observation locations differing in distance from the TC
track; this makes capturing the spatial variation in stability difficult.
CAPE calculated for CHS and MHX in CTRL generated a p-value of 0.014, indicating
the CTRL’s medians for left- and right-of-track simulated CAPE are significantly different. The
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significant results for CTRL capture the variation in stability well and the positioning of the
static locations likely has little impact on the test results. The results from this section suggest
that stability is distributed asymmetrically around the TC center with higher instability occurring
right-of-track (and downshear) and more stability occurring left-of-track (and upshear). These
results do not indicate that the differences in stability are attributed to landfall, further analysis
will be conducted in Chapter 5 to address the influence of landfall on stability.
4.4 Discussion
Further investigation into daily accumulation (Figure 4.4) shows rainfall accumulation
asymmetry occurs from 14 September through 16 September when the TC tracks are close to or
along the coastline; such positioning, coupled with a slow forward motion and weak vertical
wind shear, isolates the land-ocean influence for the cause of the asymmetry (Chen et al., 2006).
Three-hourly precipitation accumulation from 09 UTC to 12 UTC on 14 September, which
covers the three hours prior to landfall, shows that the precipitation becomes more asymmetric as
the TC moves over land (Figure 4.6). Throughout this same period, mid-level vertical wind shear
remains weak and northwesterly (Table 4.3), which suggests that the asymmetry may have
intensified as a result of landfall, similar to findings from Matyas and Cartaya (2009). The
rainfall accumulation in Figure 4.6 shows a maximum (140 mm) occurring right of the TC center
where the 10-m winds are strongest, similar to Chan & Liang (2003). These maxima are
consistent with a principal rainband structure (Willoughby et al., 1984a). The model-derived
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Table 4.3 Daily average mid-level (850-500 mb) vertical wind shear calculated using 6-hourly
values from Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction Scheme (SHIPS).

Figure 4.6 CTRL 3-hour precipitation accumulation (mm) for 09 UTC to 12 UTC 14 September
with 10-m wind speeds (m s-1) (arrows) and TC center location (‘+’) at 09 UTC 14 September
overlaid.
sounding at MHX (Figure 4.5d) shows an unstable atmosphere right-of-track around the time of
landfall; this atmospheric profile was located approximately 85 km from the TC center and close
to the location of the accumulation and wind maxima in Figure 4.6, likely near the interface of
the inner core and outer core where the principal rainband is commonly found (Willoughby et
al., 1984a).
The stability analysis further supports the hypothesis that the rainfall asymmetry develops
in association with the spatial variation of stability. On the left-of-track side, Figure 4.5b shows a
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stable atmosphere during the landfall period, coinciding with a region of no precipitation and
weak 10-m winds during the 3-hour period prior to landfall (Figure 4.6). The presence of higher
instability right-of-track during the landfall period coincides with the location of the maximum
rainfall accumulation and stronger 10-m winds, while the stability left-of-track during landfall
coincides with little precipitation accumulation and weaker 10-m winds. The lack of instability
left-of-track around landfall indicates that this air mass was stable with very little buoyancy to
support convection. The existence of CAPE and saturation right-of-track indicates that the
atmosphere at that time is suitable for convective precipitation. This suggests that there is an
asymmetrical distribution of precipitation and convection surrounding the TC in CTRL during
landfall, but further analysis is required to determine whether this asymmetry is associated with
landfall.
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Figure 4.7 CTRL 3-hour precipitation accumulation (mm) for 15 UTC to 18 UTC 15 September.
CTRL 10-m wind speeds (m s-1) (arrows) and center location (‘+’) for 15 UTC 15 September.
The relationship between rainfall accumulation asymmetries and stability is apparent
during the period of slow storm motion on 15 September when the most distinct daily rainfall
asymmetry occurs for both TCs (Figure 4.4c-d) and instability is greater right-of-track (Table
4.1). Between 15 UTC and 18 UTC on 15 September, the CTRL simulates the highest 3-hour
rainfall maximum (267 mm) for the entire study period (Figure 4.7). Most of the precipitation
occurred right of the TC center, while left of center was mostly dry. At this same time, vertical
wind shear was steady at about 10 knots out of the west, possibly enhancing the asymmetry. At
the start of the 3-hour period in Figure 4.7 (15 UTC 15 September), the atmospheric sounding
left-of-center (denoted by CHS point on Figure 4.7) shows a stable atmosphere with low CAPE
(5.28 J kg-1) (Figure 4.8a), while the right-of-center sounding (denoted by MHX point on Figure
4.7) depicts a weakly unstable atmosphere (CAPE =914.72 J kg-1) (Figure 4.8b). Instability right-
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Figure 4.8 Atmospheric soundings for CTRL at 15 UTC at the (a) CHS and (b) MHX weather
stations. CAPE (J kg-1) is shaded in red, where it exists.
of-center is co-located with the area of more intense precipitation totals and strong 10-m winds,
while stability left-of-center is co-located with light precipitation totals and weak 10-m winds.
The asymmetric accumulation distribution and asymmetric CAPE distribution are co-located, as
higher (lower) CAPE is simulated right-of-center (left-of-center), and the higher CAPE region
coincides with the CTRL and ST4 accumulation maxima (Figure 4.2). These results are
consistent with the first hypothesis that asymmetries in precipitation accumulation are linked to
stability surrounding a TC. However, the asymmetry cannot be completely attributed to the
spatial distribution of stability due to the existence of weak vertical wind shear and the location
of the principal rainband. In order to further diagnose the relationship between precipitation
asymmetry and landfall, I will next conduct an experiment by altering the land surface.
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Chapter 5: Altered Land Use Simulations Results
This section compares the results from both experimental simulations with the CTRL.
These comparisons address the second research question about the role of low-level moisture by
altering the land surface cover to investigate differences in precipitation asymmetries during the
period of time that the TCs are stationary near the coast. As noted in the methods section, the
first experiment (LU11) alters the land use classes over land to be permanent wetland and the
second experimental simulation (LU18) alters the land use classes over land to be wooded
tundra. These land use classes were selected because they had differing values for moisture
deficit (HS) but maintained the average roughness length; this should limit differences due to
surface friction and isolate the influence of the surface moisture on precipitation asymmetries.
5.1 Track and Intensity Comparisons
The TC tracks in the experimental simulations should have little variation from CTRL
because TC tracks are governed by the background steering flow (Chan, 1985), although small
differences will lead to larger deviations with time (Lorenz, 1963). TC intensities have higher
sensitivity to land surface characteristics. For example, TCs that move over land surfaces with
high moisture and heat fluxes associated with soil conditions may reintensify (e.g., Andersen et
al., 2013; Evans et al., 2011). TC tracks are analyzed in the same manner as in Chapter 4, where
the TC center is the location of MSLPmin. Figure 5.1a shows the TC track and 00 UTC center
locations for CTRL, LU11, and LU18 for 13 September through 17 September. A closer look at
TC tracks and the 00 UTC and 12 UTC center positions from 14 September through 16
September is shown in Figure 5.1b. TC intensity measurements, MSLP min (mb) (Figure 5.2a) and
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Figure 5.1 TC center tracks for CTRL, LU11, and LU18 starting 00 UTC 13 September and
ending 00 UTC 17 September (a) shows 00 UTC positions and (b) inset shows 00 UTC and 12
UTC positions.
maximum sustained 10-m winds (knots) (Figure 5.2b), are also evaluated using the same
methods as Chapter 4.
Over the first 6-9 hours, we see rapid intensification (Fig 5.2) due to model spin-up, in
which the lower resolution initial fields must adjust to the higher resolution model environment.
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During this time, the experimental TC tracks and intensities are similar to the CTRL. Twentyfour hours into the simulation (00 UTC 14 September), LU11’s TC center position has
progressed farther northwest than the CTRL (Figure 5.1); during this time frame the MSLP min for
LU11 gradually decreases, eventually reaching the lowest minimum pressure (962 mb) of any
simulation for the study period just before 00 UTC 14 September (Figure 5.2a). The maximum
sustained 10-m winds fluctuate between 85 and 95 knots from the end of the spin-up period
through 00 UTC 14 September, indicating that the LU11 TC is at Category 2 strength during this
time frame (Figure 5.2b). The simulated TC in LU11 made landfall around 13 UTC 14
September, which was approximately 2 hours after the CTRL. The LU11 track is consistently
south of the CTRL track from 03 UTC 14 September through a few hours after landfall (Figure
5.1b). The MSLPmin for LU11 gradually increases while the maximum sustained 10-m winds
decrease from 03 UTC 14 September through the time of landfall, indicating that the TC
weakens prior to landfall (Figure 5.2). Upon landfall, LU11 progresses slightly farther inland
than CTRL until 00 UTC 15 September when TC center positions are situated around the same
location (Figure 5.2). From 12 UTC 14 September to 12 UTC 15 September the distance
between center positions for LU11 is small, showing the TC is nearly stationary during this time
period (Figure 5.1b). Additionally, the MSLPmin increases about 10 mb but maximum sustained
10-m winds are consistent around 60 knots, indicating little weakening of the TC intensity during
that period (Figure 5.2b). The LU11 center tracks farther inland than the CTRL from 00 UTC 15
September until just before 12 UTC, after which the LU11 center moves closer to the coast,
similar to the CTRL center (Figure 5.1b). LU11 slowly progresses inland in a westward direction
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of (a) MSLPmin (mb) and (b) maximum sustained 10-m winds (knots) for
LU11, LU18, and CTRL beginning 00 UTC 13 September and ending 00 UTC 17 September.
for the 12-hour period following 12 UTC 15 September (Figure 5.1b), during which the MSLP min
gradually increases and maximum sustained 10-m winds slowly decrease, indicating that the TC
continues to weaken (Figure 5.2). After 00 UTC 16 September, LU11 intensity weakens even
further (Figure 5.2) and the center position advances northwest and is no longer situated close to
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the coastline (Figure 5.1). At the end of the simulation period (00 UTC 17 September), LU11’s
center position is similar to CTRL's position (Figure 5.1) and the intensities are comparably
weak (Figure 5.2). While minor differences exist, LU11 and CTRL have comparable tracks and
intensities, as to be expected.
After the initialization period ends, LU18’s track takes a course similar to, but slightly
south of the CTRL through 00 UTC 14 September (Figure 5.1a). During the same period after
initialization, LU18’s MSLPmin is similar to the CTRL, reaching its lowest pressure for the study
period at 00 UTC 14 September (Figure 5.2a), and the maximum sustained 10-m winds maintain
Category 2 strength, similar to the CTRL and LU11 (Figure 5.2b). After 00 UTC 14 September,
LU18’s track shifts slightly north of CTRL (and LU11) as the TC approaches the coastline
(Figure 5.1b). Leading up to landfall, LU18’s maximum sustained 10-m winds weakened and the
MSLPmin increased, both at a pace similar to the CTRL (and LU11) (Figure 5.2). LU18 made
landfall at approximately 11 UTC 14 September, the same time as CTRL (Figure 5.1b). At
landfall, LU18 had weaker maximum sustained 10-m winds of approximately 60 knots, about 5
knots less than CTRL winds, and there was a difference in MSLP min of less than 1 mb (Figure
5.2). In the 12-hour period after landfall, LU18 tracks slightly farther inland and slower than
CTRL; the distance between the LU18 center positions for 12 UTC 14 September and 00 UTC
15 September indicate the TC is even more stationary than the CTRL TC (Figure 5.1b). Upon
landfall, LU18’s MSLPmin increases more than CTRL and the maximum sustained 10-m winds
weaken more than CTRL, indicating the LU18 TC intensity is weaker than both CTRL and
LU11 (Figure 5.2). Between 01 UTC and 12 UTC 15 September, the maximum sustained 10-m
winds for LU18 increased rapidly (Figure 5.2b), likely due to the TC center moving parallel
along the coastline during that time frame (Figure 5.1b). The TC center began to move away
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from the coast after 12 UTC (Figure 5.1b), and the maximum sustained 10-m winds decreased
and MSLPmin continued to increase (Figure 5.2). LU18 continued to move slower than CTRL
and LU11 for the remainder of the simulation, with the 12-hourly center positions lagging behind
the positions of the other simulations; this is noticeable as LU18’s 00 UTC 17 September
position occurred closer to the 12 UTC 16 September positions for CTRL and LU11 (Figure
5.1a). The intensity of LU18 continued to decrease with the MSLP min increasing similar to the
CTRL and the maximum sustained 10-m winds decreasing but remaining slightly stronger than
the CTRL (Figure 5.2).
Upon landfall, each of the TCs move slowly inland, tracking parallel to the coastline. The
track and intensity for LU11 show slight differences compared to the CTRL; however, there are
more notable differences between the LU18 and CTRL tracks and intensities. The LU11 TC is
comparable to the CTRL as it progressed at a similar speed to the CTRL by remaining nearly
stationary and close to the coastline from 12 UTC 14 September to 12 UTC 15 September. In
comparison, the LU18 TC moved much slower than the CTRL TC upon landfall, noted by the
shorter distances between 12-hourly center positions in Figure 5.1b. Additionally, the LU18 TC
intensified slightly when it briefly moved parallel over the coastline around 12 UTC 15
September whereas LU11 did not show any notable signs of intensification as it was situated
near the coastline. The results of the TC tracks show that all of the TCs were nearly stationary
near the coast during 15 September, and the intensities of each TC were comparable. In the rest
of this chapter, I will focus on the 24-hour periods before, during, and after the period of slower
storm motion for the precipitation and stability analyses.
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5.2 Precipitation Comparisons
Storm-total accumulation is used to determine if the experiments simulated asymmetrical
precipitation distributions. To get a better understanding of each simulation’s spatial distribution
of precipitation, I will first examine the storm total precipitation for each experimental
simulation by comparing it to the CTRL’s accumulation in Figure 5.3a. These figures include
accumulated precipitation starting at 00 UTC 13 September and ending at 09 UTC 17
September. The TC tracks and 12-hourly center positions are overlaid for context. Additionally,
differences between the experiments and CTRL are calculated in Figure 5.4 by subtracting the
CTRL’s total accumulation from each of the experiments, with positive (negative) values
indicating the experiment simulated more (less) accumulation than CTRL. These figures are used
to determine if any prominent differences exist between the experiments and CTRL.
First, the differences between LU11 and CTRL are examined. Three distinct local
maximums of approximately 1200 mm are present in LU11’s accumulation distribution: one
over the ocean left-of-track and two over land right-of-track (Figure 5.3b). LU11’s storm-total
maximum accumulation (1200 mm) is lower than the CTRL’s maximum accumulation (1400
mm). A distinct feature of LU11’s rainfall accumulation is the long swath of accumulation that
expands from the ocean on the left side of the TC track to the land on the right side of the TC
track (Figure 5.3b). Differences in Figure 5.4a show that LU11 simulated more accumulation
inland and farther right-of-track of the TC tracks in Figure 5.1a. The difference calculation
between LU11 and CTRL also shows that the LU11 simulated less accumulation in the area of
the previously noted swath feature in the CTRL (Figure 5.4a). Storm-total accumulation for
LU11 does show some asymmetry, but in comparison with CTRL, LU11 did not produce as
strong of an asymmetrical accumulation distribution. The differences in total accumulation could
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Figure 5.3 Precipitation accumulation (mm) starting at 00 UTC 13 September 2018 and ending
at 09 UTC 17 September 2018 for (a) CTRL, (b) LU11, and (c) LU18 simulations. The
simulated TC tracks are overlaid with plus signs (+) for 12-hourly TC center positions starting at
00 UTC 13 September and ending at 00 UTC 17 September.
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Figure 5.4 Storm-total precipitation accumulation differences (mm) starting at 00 UTC 13
September 2018 and ending at 09 UTC 17 September 2018 for (a) LU11 minus CTRL and (b)
LU18 minus CTRL.
be largely attributed to the LU11 TC moving faster than the CTRL TC, which would prevent the
rainbands from training inland over the same area for an extended period of time.
Next, differences between LU18 and CTRL are examined. Storm total accumulation for
LU18 shows the simulated TC generated a local accumulation maximum of approximately 1400
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mm over land, right of the TC track (Figure 5.3c). LU18’s local maximum (Figure 5.3c) is in a
similar location as CTRL (Figure 5.3a); however, LU18 simulated a widespread area of
accumulation between 1300 mm and 1400 mm surrounding the local maximum whereas the
maximum occurs over a more narrow band in CTRL. The difference calculation (Figure 5.4b)
shows that LU18 simulated more precipitation offshore than the CTRL. Figure 5.4b also shows
LU18 simulated more accumulation farther right of the TC tracks in Figure 5.1a and simulated
less accumulation in the inner core region closer to the TC tracks in Figure 5.1a.
Next, the daily accumulation is examined to determine if precipitation asymmetries are
more prominent during a specific 24-hour period. The daily accumulation for LU11 (LU18) is
displayed in the left (right) column of Figure 5.5 with the TC center position marked every 12
hours and the TC track overlaid. The differences in daily accumulation between LU11 (LU18)
and CTRL are shown in the left (right) column of Figure 5.6. The differences are calculated by
subtracting the CTRL from each experiment, meaning the positive (negative) values indicate
higher (lower) accumulation for the experiments.
The results of the daily accumulation show the LU11 simulated its strongest
accumulation asymmetry on 15 September when the TC was nearly stationary near the coastline.
Prior to this, the daily accumulation for 14 September shows two broad areas of higher
accumulation, one off-shore left-of-track and the other on-shore right-of-track, where local
maxima of approximately 500 mm were simulated (Figure 5.5a). Aside from this notable feature,
the differences in accumulation are relatively small, indicating that LU11’s accumulation does
not differ much from CTRL on 14 September (Figure 5.6a). On 15 September, LU11’s simulated
precipitation shows very prominent asymmetry (Figure 5.5c). A local accumulation maximum of
approximately 725 mm is simulated over land, right-of-track in LU11 (Figure 5.5c); differences
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Figure 5.5 Daily accumulated precipitation (mm) for LU11 (left) and LU18 (right) for (a-b) 14
September, (c-d) 15 September, and (e-f) 16 September. TC tracks and center positions are
overlaid with a plus sign (+) for 00 UTC positions and a triangle for 12 UTC positions.
between LU11 and CTRL show LU11 simulated less accumulation in the location of the local
maximum (Figure 5.6c). In comparison, the left-of-track accumulation is a widespread area of
values no higher than 150 mm (Figure 5.5c), and the differences are neutral in the area of lower
accumulation, meaning LU11 and CTRL simulate similar accumulations there (Figure 5.6c). The
TC center positions for 15 September indicate the TC moved very little during the 24-hour
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Figure 5.6 Daily precipitation accumulation differences (mm) between (left) LU11 minus CTRL
and (right) LU18 minus CTRL for (a-b) 14 September, (c-d) 15 September, and (e-f) 16
September.
period, signifying the LU11 TC is nearly stationary. The daily accumulation for 16 September
shows rainfall accumulation occurred primarily right-of-track and behind the TC track, creating
an asymmetrical distribution during the 24-hour period (Figure 5.5e). Differences show LU11
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simulated about 250 mm more accumulation over the ocean (Figure 5.6e). LU11’s center
positions for 16 September indicate the TC is no longer nearly stationary near the coast and
accumulation asymmetry may be attributed to multiple factors including storm motion and
vertical wind shear.
Prominent accumulation asymmetry was simulated in LU18 on 15 September when
accumulation was minimal close to the TC center and higher farther away from the center.
Before the time period with greatest asymmetry, daily accumulation displayed weaker
asymmetry. Daily accumulation for LU18 on 14 September shows some asymmetry since there
are higher values (approximately 400 mm) of simulated accumulation right of the TC track over
land while left-of-track over land the simulated accumulation is much lower (approximately 150
mm) (Figure 5.5b). The differences show that LU18 simulated more accumulation farther from
the TC track and less accumulation closer to the TC track (Figure 5.6b). On 15 September LU18
simulated distinct accumulation asymmetry where a local maximum of approximately 800 mm is
right-of-track within a long swath of precipitation that is situated over ocean and land (Figure
5.5d). LU18 simulated more accumulation than CTRL in the area of the distinct swath in Figure
5.5d with a maximum difference of approximately 450 mm (Figure 5.6d). Situated close to the
maximum difference is a small area of less accumulation for LU18 (Figure 5.6d). The negative
difference is likely from a difference in rainband location for LU18. The positions of TC center
in Figure 5.5d show that LU18 moved very little during that 24-hour period of the simulation,
indicating the TC is nearly stationary near the coast throughout 15 September. The accumulation
distribution for 16 September shows the accumulation is simulated far right-of-track as well as
close to the track (Figure 5.5f). One area with a local accumulation maximum (approximately
400 mm) is simulated over land right-of-track and a second maximum (approximately 500 mm)
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is simulated over ocean (Figure 5.5f). Differences from the CTRL indicate LU18 simulated more
accumulation over the ocean (Figure 5.6f). These results show that LU18’s daily accumulation
was asymmetrical during the three 24-hour periods analyzed.
5.3 Atmospheric Stability Comparisons
As mentioned in Chapter 4, atmospheric stability varies surrounding a TC (Chan &
Liang, 2003), and results from the CTRL suggest that there is more instability right-of-track than
left-of-track for a near-perpendicular landfall. This atmospheric stability section will investigate
the differences in stability between the experimental simulations and CTRL. I start by first
comparing the simulated values for CAPE to the right and left of LU11 and LU18 TC tracks.
Four static locations were chosen to extract values of CAPE: two left-of-track and two right-oftrack (Figure 5.7). The four locations were chosen for their distance from the TC center, as they

Figure 5.7 Static locations A, B, C, and D used for calculating point values of CAPE. Simulated
TC tracks are overlaid for spatial reference.
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remain mostly out of the influence of the inner core during the study period, and proximity to
the coastline, which is important to capture the stability of air masses that move on-shore rightof-track and off-shore left-of-track. CAPE values were calculated every 3 hours (00 UTC 14
September through 21 UTC 16 September) for each location to get a better understanding of how
CAPE evolved at the static locations prior to, during, and after landfall. Daily means and
medians of CAPE were determined for each simulation using the 3-hourly calculations of CAPE
for the static locations (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1 Daily averages of simulated CAPE for CTRL, LU11, and LU18 at the two right-oftrack and two left-of-track locations shown in Figure 5.7. Means and medians shown in the
bottom two rows were calculated from 3-hourly CAPE values from 00 UTC 14 September
through 00 UTC 17 September.
Averages of CAPE indicate the stability of the atmosphere varies from left- to right-oftrack for both experimental simulations (Table 5.1). Additionally, there are some differences
among the CAPE medians for the three simulations. LU11’s average for CAPE right-of-track
(857.84 J/kg) is greater than CTRL (795.40 J/kg) (Table 5.1). The median CAPE for LU11
(810.39 J/kg) was also slightly greater than CTRL (771.46 J/kg) (Table 5.1). This is interesting
to note because LU11 produced lower local accumulation maximums than CTRL. LU18’s total
average for CAPE right-of-track (519.45 J/kg) is much lower than CTRL average (Table 5.1).
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The median CAPE for LU18 (443.09 J/kg) is also much lower than CTRL median (Table 5.1).
This result is interesting because the precipitation accumulation for LU18 was more prominent
than CTRL and LU11 and high local maxima were simulated in LU18. Left-of-track means and
medians of CAPE for LU11 (105.23 J/kg and 6.59 J/kg respectively) and LU18 (34.56 J/kg and
4.07 J/kg respectively) were much lower than right-of-track averages, similar to CTRL (84.67
J/kg and 2.44 J/kg).
The results show differences between the simulated CAPE for right- and left-of-track for
all simulations, leading to the need to test for statistical significance. Similar to the stability
section in Chapter 5, a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test was conducted to test if the left- and right-oftrack CAPE median values are significantly different for each simulation. Right-of-track and
left-of-track CAPE values during each time step were paired to perform the test. Table 5.2
displays the results of the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test. These p-values (Table 5.2) indicate that
for each simulation, the medians for left- and right-of-track CAPE are significantly different,
consistent with the CTRL results in Chapter 4.

Table 5.2 Results of the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test for right- and left-of track differences in
CAPE for the CTRL, LU11, and LU18 simulations.
5.4 Discussion
The experimental simulations were conducted to investigate differences in TC
precipitation distributions during a period of slow storm motion by altering the land surface to be
more moist (LU11) or drier (LU18). By altering the land surface, symmetry in the spatial
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distributions of precipitation and stability should be distinguishable. TC tracks and intensities
suggest that the movement and strength of the TCs in each experiment were not sensitive to the
altered land cover; this is to be expected as TCs are steered by the large-scale winds. A positive
outcome of this is that each of the simulated TCs became stationary upon landfall, allowing for
differences in precipitation and stability to be examined without the need of ruling out other
physical influences. The differences in storm-total accumulation between the experiments and
CTRL indicate that the spatial distributions of precipitation accumulation differ somewhat, even
though an asymmetry is evident in both LU11 and LU18. Compared to CTRL and LU18, the
LU11 TC generated a lower local storm-total maximum over land and ocean, which suggests that
the TC may not have simulated very robust convection on the right side of the storm, even
though the CAPE right-of-track average for LU11 was higher than LU18 and CTRL. However,
LU18’s storm total accumulation had a high local maxima right-of-track similar to CTRL,
suggesting that LU18 precipitation was more asymmetrical than LU11.
The results of LU11 and LU18 show the simulated TCs produced asymmetric rainfall
accumulation September 14 through September 16, the same period that the TCs were nearly
stationary near the coastline. Accumulations for 14 September show minor differences between
the experiments and CTRL, which is assumed to be due to the TCs beginning to interact with the
land surface during that period. The most prominent accumulation asymmetry is simulated on 15
September when the TCs are nearly stationary close to the coast. LU18’s strong asymmetry
during the 15 September accumulation period suggests that as the TC was situated near the coast,
the rainbands training inland were convective in nature, producing heavy precipitation as the air
mass moved further inland before stabilizing inland. Similarly, LU11 simulated an asymmetrical
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precipitation distribution during the same time period, suggesting that there are other physical
factors that are influencing the generation of precipitation asymmetries.
The change in land surface is hypothesized to impact the stability surrounding the TCs
due to the availability of moisture in the surface boundary layer. A moister land surface should
promote symmetrical distributions in stability and precipitation while a drier land surface should
encourage asymmetrical distributions to form. Following my hypothesis, 6-hour average
differences in 950 mb relative humidity (Figure 5.8) ending at 00 UTC 15 September indicate
LU11 simulated more moisture over land than CTRL and LU18 simulated less moisture over
land than the CTRL. The differences in 950 mb relative humidity confirm that altering the land
surface to be more moist or dry led to similar changes in moisture in the atmosphere overlying
that land surface. However, the influence of the moisture availability at the surface does not

Figure 5.8 Average 950 mb relative humidity from 18 UTC 14 September through 00 UTC 15
September for (a) LU11 minus CTRL and (b) LU18 minus CTRL. Positive (negative) values
indicate the experiment simulated higher (lower) 950 mb relative humidity than CTRL.
appear to impact vertical levels above 950 mb (not shown). There is also minimal impact of the
low-level moisture on the spatial distribution of CAPE. Figure 5.9 shows a 3-hour average of
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Figure 5.9 3-hour averaged CAPE (contours) and 10-meter winds (m s -1) (arrows) ending at 03
UTC 15 September for (a) LU11 and (b) LU18. Plus signs (+) denote the TC center positions at
00 UTC and 03 UTC on 15 September.
CAPE and 10-m winds (m s-1) ending at 03 UTC 15 September for both experimental
simulations. Overall, visual inspection indicates that the CAPE has little variation between
experiments in the region where CAPE is greatest over ocean and to the right of the TC center
over land (Figure 5.9). The most notable difference is the existence of CAPE just off-shore at the
southern extent of the domain for LU11 (Figure 5.9a) where there is zero CAPE for LU18
(Figure 5.9b). It appears the CAPE is influenced immediately off-shore left of the TC center
positions, but the overall distribution is affected very little by the altered land surface. According
to the hypothesis, a moister surface boundary layer would enhance instability off-shore left of the
TC center while a drier surface boundary layer would promote stability off-shore left of TC
center. Results in Figure 5.9 indicate that these changes in instability (as measured by CAPE)
were much smaller than hypothesized. Furthermore, the accumulation during the same 3-hour
period as Figure 5.9 is inconsistent with the hypothesis as both LU11 and LU18 simulated
asymmetrical precipitation distributions (Figure 5.10). The lack of variability between
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distributions for precipitation (Figure 5.10) and CAPE (Figure 5.9) further suggests that other
physical factors are contributing to the observed precipitation asymmetries.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work
The purpose of this study was to understand TC precipitation asymmetries that occur
during the landfall period when Hurricane Florence (2018) was nearly stationary parallel to the
coastline. Asymmetries in convective precipitation are often caused by various influences of
landfall, including surface friction, dry air intrusion, topography, and vertical wind shear. Outer
rainbands contribute to stronger asymmetry in precipitation during the landfall period. The outer
rainbands often form in areas of higher instability, which produces robust convection and often
heavier precipitation that trains inland on the right side of the TC during landfall. Since the outer
rainbands are sensitive to the surrounding environment, this study focuses on the relationship
between stability surrounding Hurricane Florence and associated precipitation asymmetries.
Influences of precipitation asymmetries were explored further by analyzing the influence
of land cover, and subsequently low-level moisture, on the stability surrounding the TCs. The
period of near-stationary motion during Hurricane Florence’s landfall allowed for a more
thorough investigation of the influence of different land cover surfaces on precipitation
asymmetries. The precipitation asymmetries in post-landfall stationary TCs were hypothesized to
be linked to differences in stability in the outer environment of the TC. To address this
hypothesis, a control simulation of Hurricane Florence was generated and then modified by
altering the land surface cover for land. This study investigated whether low-level moisture
associated with the land surface impacted the atmospheric stability surrounding the TC. Two
experiments were conducted, one with lower moisture availability (LU18) and one with higher
moisture availability (LU11), while surface roughness remained nearly constant. Based on the
hypothesis, LU11 would lead to more symmetry in precipitation during landfall and LU18 would
enhance precipitation asymmetry during the landfall period.
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Before analyzing the experimental simulations, the control simulation was examined to
better understand the relationship between precipitation asymmetries and stability surrounding
Hurricane Florence. The tracks of the observed and CTRL TCs were very similar, each making
landfall around the same time and location and experiencing a period of slow storm motion
paralleling the coast post-landfall. The period of slow storm motion was the focal point of this
study, in hopes of isolating the land-sea interaction influence on the stability in the outer
rainband region surrounding the TCs. Comparisons of observed and CTRL storm total
accumulation show that both TCs displayed asymmetrical precipitation distributions as most of
the precipitation was right-of-track.
Strong precipitation asymmetry during the period of slow storm motion on 15 September
was primarily attributed to the location of the principal rainband and weak mid-level vertical
wind shear, similar to findings by Matyas & Cartaya (2009) that suggest slow storm motion and
weak shear can cause precipitation to be concentrated right-of-track. The largest difference
between the observed and CTRL precipitation distributions was the location and intensity of
rainbands. Stage IV estimates showed more precipitation fell closer to the TC track while most
of the CTRL precipitation was simulated northeast of the TC track. The spatial differences in
accumulation are likely attributed to numerous influences including slight differences in the postlandfall TC tracks, intensities, location of rainbands, and the presence of weak vertical wind
shear (Matyas & Cartaya, 2009). Distribution of stability surrounding the TCs was similar, where
the right-of-track static locations simulated higher CAPE than the left-of-track locations.
However, the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test results indicated the left- and right-of-track CAPE
values were not significantly different for observations while CTRL results suggest there was a
significant difference. The insignificant results for CAPE observations may have been due to the
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NWS observation locations differing in distance from the storm track; if the observations were
taken from similar distances to the TC track, the results may have yielded a significant
difference. These findings suggest that (1) the precipitation distributions and stability
surrounding the TCs are asymmetric for the real and observed TCs, (2) more precipitation
occurred right-of-track and (3) there was higher instability right-of-track. However, other
physical factors, such as the presence of weak vertical wind shear, could have also contributed to
the asymmetries. Further analysis of the influences of the precipitation asymmetries during the
landfall period was necessary to draw a stronger conclusion.
To address the second research question, two experimental simulations (LU11 and LU18)
were created to isolate the influence of land surface moisture on the precipitation asymmetry
during the period of slow storm motion. When comparing the differences in storm total and daily
precipitation accumulations with the CTRL, both experimental simulations produced
asymmetrical precipitation distributions. The moist land surface simulation (LU11) produced
lower accumulation maximums for the storm-total and daily accumulation periods while the drier
land surface simulation (LU18) generated stronger accumulation asymmetries for the storm-total
and daily accumulation periods. For both LU11 and LU18, CAPE at the static locations right-oftrack was significantly different from CAPE at the left-of-track locations during the time period
the TCs were stationary near the coast. It was noted that the 950 mb relative humidity displayed
an increase (LU11) or decrease (LU18) in low-level moisture over land, and three hours later, a
noticeable increase (LU11) or decrease (LU18) in CAPE is simulated immediately off-shore leftof-track for each experiment. These results suggest that altering the land surface affects moisture
from the surface to about 950 mb which impacts stability immediately off-shore on the left side
of the TC circulation. However, the alteration of low-level moisture over land was found to not
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have a significant impact on the precipitation asymmetries in both experiments. The results of
LU18 follow the hypothesis that a drier land surface would cause a landfalling TC to have welldefined asymmetry in the precipitation distribution. However, the results of LU11 do not follow
the hypothesis that a moister land surface would cause a landfalling TC’s precipitation
distribution to be more symmetrical because LU11 also simulates an asymmetrical precipitation
distribution. Other physical factors may have a stronger impact on precipitation during the
landfall period. One possibility is the influence of topography since the topographic features
remained constant in all simulations. As mentioned in Chapter 2, topography is known to
enhance precipitation asymmetry during the landfall period (e.g., Matyas, 2007). Another
possible factor aiding in the generation of the precipitation asymmetries is the advection of
warm, moist air from the tropical region south of the domain (e.g., Matyas, 2017). Similar
conclusions were found in a study of Hurricane Harvey (Galarneau & Zeng, 2020). This
moisture transport process remains untouched in the CTRL and LU11 and LU18 experiments,
potentially allowing enough moisture to fuel convection in the simulated TCs and ultimately
preventing the altered low-level moisture to affect the entire TC structure. Vertical wind shear
may also contribute to the development of the convective asymmetries, as CAPE is generally
highest downshear and downshear left (Molinari & Vollaro, 2010). Overall, these results suggest
that there is not an apparent impact of low-level moisture on precipitation asymmetries during
landfall.
The results of this study were inconclusive because the low-level moisture from the land
surface had no influence on large-scale CAPE, leaving precipitation asymmetries unexplained.
Further work needs to be conducted to fully diagnose the relationship between stability and
precipitation asymmetries during the landfall period. Future studies should investigate additional
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land surface types; specifically, it would be interesting to alter the land surface to be categorized
as ocean to determine if asymmetries exist in a completely moist environment with negligible
surface friction. Additionally, future studies should consider removing topography to create a
completely flat domain to determine if the asymmetries are due to topographical forcing. An
alternate approach to the stability analysis should also be considered in future work. This could
be addressed by calculating moving spatial averages of CAPE and precipitation accumulation
(centered on the TC) left- and right-of-track for each TC prior to, during, and after landfall. Such
an analysis would help draw a stronger conclusion as to how the asymmetries evolve as the TCs
approach and interact with the land surface. Furthermore, CAPE alone does not provide a
complete understanding of atmospheric stability surrounding the landfalling TCs. Additional
moving spatial averages for all relevant mesoscale stability indices, e.g., the KI, which factors in
the importance of low-level moisture, should be included to better diagnose relationships
between stability and precipitation asymmetries during TC landfall. Finally, an ensemble of
experimental simulations should be conducted to account for initial condition and/or model
uncertainty. The results of these additional analyses would form a stronger conclusion on the
relationship between stability and asymmetrical precipitation distributions during the TC landfall
period.
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